
THE TECHNIQUE OF FALLING

I think that guts and coolness are the most important parts of the technique to
develop. I have remarked earlier in the article how frightened I was of my first
practice falls. These days I tackle them with much more confidence and I think I
have almost got over the fear of falling and suffering very severely from the results.

There have been cases where climbers have had a fall and never had a chance of
saving themselves, and I do not suggest in this article that they had the remotest
chances of doing so. At the time of writing I read with the greatest of regret of a
hnal climbing accident. It fetches home to me the fact that we are all liable to have a
fall at some time, and at such a time a technique of falling may mean all the differ
ence between a slight accident and a very serious one. A sprained ankle is much to
be preferred to a broken leg.

Of course, I cannot say the technique is an art unless I ca'n teach it. I am afraid I
am failing miserably at teaching (in print) the art of falling. It would be much easier
for me if I could demonstrate a few practice falls and so prove that I can make a
happy landing-and on one occasion a fairly happy landing after I had dropped
myself 60 feet. But that was no practice effort. If, however, I have aroused any
interest in this technique, it will be infinitely more than worth the while, even
though it may lead to people having a wrong impression of my climbing tech
nique.

I do not think I would have tried to write this paper if it had not been for the
tact that the rock experts in this country told me that they are confident that the art
should be developed by all climbers. These men have given me the confidence to
write my views about the art ('chance your arm, Bridge' as one very Hon Editor
puts it), and I hope my efforts have not been in vain. In concluding this paper I
would ask the reader to forgive the frequent recurrence of the personal pronoun,
but it is to some extent unavoidable in recounting personal experiences.

The North Face of Mount Deborah
Charles Macquarie

When I went to America in the late Summer of 1976, I had no intention of going to
climb in Alaska; after all I had gone there seeking sunshine and sparkling granite,
not the Arctic wastes. Two months later, when Eric showed me his slides I changed
my mind. The North Face of Deborah was one of the most impressive faces I had
ever seen. It looked tremendous; I was hooked.

At one stage there were to be 6 members in our team, but by early 1977 the
number had been whittled down to 4: Eric Reynolds and Dakers Gowans from
Colorado, Dave Davis from Washington, and myself. Eric and Dave had tried the
face with another team in 1975. They had used a fair amount of fixed rope to reach
their high point, about half-way up the face, but bad weather and the loss of some
gear had prevented them from getting any higher. For our attempt we decided to
dispense with fixed rope altogether, and go Alpine style, hoping that we could
move more rapidly than previous parties and hence take the best advantage of the
relatively short periods of good weather. We also decided to go early in the season
in order to minimize the danger of stone-fall and avalanches.
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20 Mount Deborah- face (Photo: C. Macquarie)

Our original plan was to have Ba e Camp e tabli hed on the Gillom glacier b. I
April, but various delays and poor weather prevent d us from flying in until the
afternoon of the 13th -at least it was not a Friday.

1 had looked at photographs of the face many times, and 1 knew from the map
that it was nearly 7500 vertical feet from glacier to summit, but I just was not
prepared for what I saw as we Rew in. The face looked enormous-could we really
climb that Alpine tyle? There was only one way to find out, try it and see what
happened. We managed to complete a rough igloo by the light of headlamps, and
pent the night in tent .

The next morning, Eri and 1 woke up at 4am, and looked out to a clear sky and
a fanta tic view of the face. We decid d to begin climbing a oon a pos ible. After
orting out the gear and gelling ready, we cached what we were not going to tak ,

and kied the mile and a half from our Ba e Camp to the foot of the face. By
10.30am we had tarted up the mixed ground that led to the prominent ridge on
the 100ver half of the face. Thi ridge merges into the upper face about 2500ft below
the summit, and we expected this upper face to be the crux of the limb-it wa .

Our packs were hea ,weighing about 451b; we had hoped to start with less
weight, but food for 10 days and enough hard\ are to rappelthe face had boo ted
the weight. We moved tOgether for most f thi initial section, climbin in 2 pair,
and u ing 2 doubled 300ft 9mm ropes. Thus we hoped to be able to make 300ft
rappel should we decide to de cend the face once we had rea hed the summit.
However, the higher we climbed on the fa e, the le attractive this propo ilion be
came, and by th end of the econd day we had resolved to traver e the mountain
and de cend the original Beckey/Harrer route.
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THE NORTH FACE OF MOUNT DEBORAH

We reached the ridge crest at about 4.30pm, and continued up to a convenient
easing of angle where we decided to bivouac for the night. We dug a flat platform
and slept in bivouac sacs. It was a cold night, with the temperature down to around
-20°F.

We started late on the second day and had to wade through deep snow on the
ridge. By 9.30am we were on a fairly level shoulder below a distinct steepening of
the ridge which led to an ice-cliff. This ice-cliff and the flatter area above it came to

be known as the Midriff Bulge. At this stage we had an argument: we were moving
slowly; should we establish a snow-cave at this point, or should we press on and
hope to get above the Midriff Bulge by nightfall. The weather looked unsettled, so
we eventually decided that 2 of us should dig a cave, while the other 2 fixed one of
our ropes on the steep mixed ground below the ice-cliff. We had gained little
ground, but we had a much warmer night in the relative comfort of the snow-cave.

Our third day on the mountain started well. By noon we were at the foot of the
ice-cliff. It did not look easy. Fortunately for the rest of us, Dakers seemed very
keen to lead it, so who were we to stand in his way? He led the 140ft pitch without a
sac, and the rest of us jumared. It was a fine lead, as the last 30ft were vertical. By
this time the weather had changed for the worse and it had become quite windy;
the tell-tale high cirrus had been creeping ominously across the sky since mid
morning. Needless to say other things started to go wrong. A rope jammed, and the
shoulder strap on Dave's rucksac broke as he was jumaring. By the time all of us
were up, and had the tangle of ropes and gear sorted out it was 5pm. We moved up
on to the bulge and dug another snow-cave.

For the next 5 days the weather was poor-not excessively windy, but there was
a lot of snow. By the fifth day it had snowed more than 4ft on the bulge, and the
upper face was plastered with snow. We spent a boring time sitting in the cave,
existing on half-rations and performing the regular task of digging out the cave
with little enthusiasm. The roof sagged about a foot each day, and regular en
largements were essential. After 5 days we decided to descend the next day, leaving
3 days food behind in order to assist our next attempt. To reach the top of the ice
cliff we had to plough through waist-deep snow, and descending the easy-angled
sections of the ridge was not much easier. We left one of our ropes fixed on the
mixed gl'Ound below the ice-cliff in order to save some time on our second attempt.
It took us all day to descend to the glacier.

The weather was poor for the next 5 days, and we relaxed in Base Camp, thank
ful to be able to eat full rations once again. On 27 April the weather showed signs
of clearing, so we packed our gear for an early start the next day. This time there
would only be 3 of us. Eric had to fly out on 2 May in order to attend to some
important business, so there was not time for him to climb the mountain and meet
his flight deadline. Early on the 28th, as we were getting ready, Dave announced
that he was not motivated enough for the climb, and would fly out with Eric on 2
May. The team was now down to 2!

Dakers and I reached our previous high point in 2 long, exhausting days. A lot
of snow had fallen since our retreat, and we had to wade thl'Ough waistdeep snow
the whole of the way up the ridge-really exhausting work. The entrance to the
snow-cave above the bulge was under 10ft of snow, and it was more by luck than
good judgement that we found it at all. By the time we had dug it out and cooked
ourselves a meal it was after midnight.

It tormed for the next 4 days, and dumped another 4ft of fresh snow on the
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THE NORTH FACE OF MOUNT DEBORAH

bulge. On one occasion the entrance to the cave was blocked by a snow-slide from
the upper face; the tunnel grew by about 10ft during this period. It was back to half
rations and melting snow by body heat, while we waited for better weather.

Early on the 4 May the weather cleared, and we set off eagerly for the summit.
We crossed the bergschrund at 6am and climbed about 50ft up the initial snow
slope of the upper face. This snow-slope leads up to an ice-gully that we hoped
would take us through the first rock band on this section of the face. However, as
the face faces slightly E of ,it gets the early-morning sun; on this occasion the
snow that had fallen the previous night was just sliding off the snow-bands and
cascading down the gully that we wanted to climb. We decided that it was too
dangerous to continue until the sun was off the upper face, so we climbed back
down and waited. We set off again at lOam and eventually got to the foot of the
gully late in the afternoon. It looked hard and very steep. We decided to try to by
pass the first vertical section by climbing mixed ground to one side. It was a bad
move. The rock on the upper face varies from poor to atrocious. Here it was poor,
but deceptively steep; so Dakers gave up trying to lead this abortive sideline,
belayed to 2 tied-off blades and brought me up. We would have to climb the ice
gully. Dakers left his sac behind, and started the first lead up the gully. It turned out
to be a thin veil of ice over rock. It was like trying to front-point up a vertical pile of
eggs-if you kicked too hard it all fell down!

By this time the weather had taken a turn for the worse. Snow-plumes blowing
off the summit cornices would settle on the upper snow-slopes, build up for a
while, then slide off and come hurtling down the very gully that we were trying to
climb. Every now and again Dakers would disappear completely in a cloud of spin

drift. More dangerous than these powder snow avalanches were the chunks of
snow that started falling off the steep rocks above. Dakers was 30ft out from the
only ice-screw between us, when I glanced up and saw the avalanche come hurtling
over the skyline. I just had time to shout 'look out' before I was swept off the stance
and ended up covered in snow, hanging on the tied-off blades. At least I had 2 of
them, for where the rock was really bad we could not get pegs in at all. Fortunately
this avalanche missed Dakers, so he continued climbing after I had sorted myself
out and attempted to pull shattered nerves back together.

The nature of the climbing was beginning to take its toll on our e4uipment. By
the time he had finished the lead, Dakers had broken the tip off his ice-axe, and a
front-point off one crampon. We climbed 2 more steep ice-pitches, hoping to find
a bivouac site at the top of the gully. 0 such luck. It was 11 pm by the time we
reached the vertical barrier of rock at the top of the gully. We traversed left to a
minute snow arete between 2 of the avalanche chutes and spent a miserable night
squatting on 2 tiny 2 by 1ft stances. At least the worst of the avalanches missed us
here.

It cleared slightly at about 8am the next day and we could see sure signs of a
storm coming, so we decided to descend to the snow-cave on the bulge. As we got
ready to go down we could see the full toll on our ice climbing gear. We'd broken
the tips off both the ice-axes, bent a terrordactyl, smashed the end of a humming
bird flat, and Dakers had a broken crampon. We were in a sorry state. It took us all
day to descend to the cave, with white-out conditions prevailing for most of the
time. When we eventually got there we had our first hot meal for over 40 hours,
and our first drink of the day. We slept soundly.

We spent most of the next day trying to salvage something out of the carnage of
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ice gear by an extensive filing session wim a blunt file. By evening we had put some
new life back into the axes, but we only had two [Ools that were any good for
climbing really steep ice-a bent terrordactyl and a blunt hummingbird.

The weather next day was reasonable, but the face wa plastered with snow, 0

we decided [0 wait and let it settle. Thus it was on 8 May that we set ofT once again
to try for the summit. We left the cave at 2.30am and were at the [Op of the ice-gully
by 2pm. We had decided on our previous abortive attempt that the only po sible
way through the upper rock-band was [0 traverse right at this point, [0 the middle
snow-field of the upper face, and try [0 force a way up an ice-gully in the middle of
the band. We had to u e ten ion [0 move right, and the pitch wa probably
ilTever ible. Entr,' [0 the ice-gully we had hoped [0 u e was barred b a 30ft ection
of overhanging, hattered rock. There was no way up, so we continued our traverse
[0 the right. A very steep ramp, with a thin veneer of ice on it led [0 me next gully.
Because of the angle, we could not ee whemer or not this line would take us
through the rock-band; however we decided [0 try it anyway. It wa Dakers's lead,
and it turned out [0 be very hard climbing. After 100ft our war t fear were con
firmed; the ice petered out and we could not force a way through. Dakers was stuck
40ft out from his last piece of protection, with nothing [0 descend from. Eventually
he lowered himself from a Lowe tube beaten fialf-way into a patch of ice the size of
a dinner plate. It was a tense few moments for both of us, as I was belayed to a
deadman!

We continued [0 traverse [0 me right and resigned ourselves [0 going round the
right-hand end of the rock-band. We had hoped [0 avoid having [0 do this as it
poiled what was otherwise a very direct line up the face; but it was the only

po sible way [0 go, given the conditions we encountered. By the time we had gained
the right-hand end of the upper snow-slope it was midnight, so we hacked out a
large platform and bivouaced below me W ridge.It was a truly spectacular situa
tion, perched on a 55° snow-slope with [Owering ice cornices above u and 7000ft of
space below. at the place [0 get out of bed on the wrong side.

The next day we set off late, traver ed the upper snow- lope, and managed [0

break through me cornices on an ice-ramp. We reached the summit at about 3pm
and were amazed [0 find footsteps coming from me direction of me W ridge. We
di covered later that a team of Fairbanks climbers had beaten u to the fourth
ascent of the mountain by a day. We descended [0 the S col, passing under some
spectacular ice-mushrooms, and bivouacked mere. The next day we continued on
down [0 the Base Camp of the Fairbanks team, where we ate some real food for a
change, and spent a long time swapping experiences. They lent us a tent and we
enjoyed our first comfortable night for everal days.

By the time we got back [0 our Base Camp, 2 days later, we had been out for a
[Otal of 15 days. When we arrived there we found it occupied by another team who
had come [0 try the N Face. They mought we were dead. We were not sorry [0 be
able [0 disillusion them.
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